Abstract-In this paper, a model-based fault diagnosis methodology for PEM fuel cell systems is presented. The methodology is based on computing residuals using a LPV observer. Fault detection is based on using adaptive threshold generated using an interval observer. Fault isolation is performed using the Euclidean distance between observed relative residuals and theoretical relative sensitivities. To illustrate the results, the commercial fuel cell Ballard Nexa c is used in simulation where a set of typical fault scenarios have been considered. Finally, the diagnosis results corresponding to those fault scenarios are presented. It is remarkable that with this methodology it is possible to diagnose and isolate all the considered faults in contrast with other well known methodologies which use the classic binary signature matrix approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The energy generation systems based on fuel cells are complex since they involve thermal, fluidic and electrochemical phenomena. Moreover, they need a set of auxiliary elements (valves, compressor, sensors, regulators, etc.) to make the fuel cell working at the pre-established optimal operating point. For these reasons, they are vulnerable to faults that can cause a emergency shut down or permanent damage to the fuel cell. To guarantee a safety operation of the fuel cell systems, it is necessary to use systematic techniques, like the recent methods of Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) in [1] , which allow increasing the fault tolerance of this technology. The first task to achieve active tolerant control is based on the inclusion of a fault diagnosis system operating in real-time. The diagnosis system should not only allow the fault detection and isolation but also the fault magnitude estimation.
In this paper, a model based fault approach to fault diagnosis of fuel cell systems is proposed. This approach is based on comparing, on-line, the real behavior of the monitored system obtained by means of sensors with a predicted behavior obtained using a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) dynamic model with an Luenberger observer scheme [2] . In case of a significant discrepancy (residual) is detected between the observer outputs and the the measurements obtained by the sensors, the existence of a fault is assumed. Fault isolation * S. de Lira, V. Puig and J. Quevedo are with Advanced Control Systems Research Group at the Automatic Control Departament of Technical University of Catalonia (UPC), Pau Gargallo, 5, 08028 Barcelona, Spain. E-mail: {Salvador.de.lira,vicenc.puig,joseba.quevedo} @upc.edu **A. Husar is with Institut de Robòtica i Informàtica Industrial (CSIC-IRI), Barcelona Technology Park, Carrer Llorens i Artigas 4-6, Barcelona (Spain). E-mail: ahusar@iri.upc.edu is based on generating a set of residuals with the available sensors thanks to they present different sensitivity to the set of possible faults. In particular, an approach based on the use of relative residual fault sensitivities is proposed.
The contributions of this paper are: first, the use of a LPV observer for fault detection and the second and the most important is the fact that dealing with relative fault sensitivity approach methodology for fault isolation is presented that allows separate the considered set of faults that otherwise would not be separable using a classic fault isolation approach.
The structure of this paper is the following: in Section II, the foundations of the proposed model fault diagnosis methodology are recalled. In Section III, LPV model based fault detection methodology is described. In Section IV, the proposed fault diagnosis approach based on relative fault sensitivities is introduced. In Section V, the Nexa PEM fuel cell model is briefly summarized and the considered fault scenarios are considered. In Section VI, the application results of the proposed methodology of diagnosis are presented. Finally, Section VII close the paper with the main conclusions.
II. FOUNDATIONS OF THE FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology of fault diagnosis for fuel cell systems which is used in this paper is mainly based on classic FDI theory of model-based diagnosis described in [3] , [4] and [5] .
The task of fault diagnosis involves determining the type of fault with as much details as possible (fault location, time and size). Thus, two subtasks can be considered: fault detection and fault isolation. The principle of model-based fault detection is based on checking the consistency of measured (y(k)) and predicted behaviors (ŷ(k)) by computing residuals r(k). These residuals are obtained from the discrepancy of measured input (u(k)) and outputs (y(k)) using the set of sensors installed and the analytical relations obtained by system modeling:
where ψ is the residual generator function that depends on the type of detection strategy used (parity equation [3] or observer [6] ). At each time instance, k, the residual is compared with a threshold value that should be determined taking into account noise and modeling uncertainty.
Considering the whole set of residuals available, a set of fault indicators, φ(k) = φ 1 (k), φ 2 (k), ..., φ n φ (k) are obtained as follows:
where τ i is the threshold associated to the residual r i (k). Then, fault isolation identifies the fault that affects the system. It is carried out by using the fault indicators, φ (generated by the detection module) and its relation with all the considered faults,
The most often method applied is based on the relation defined on the Cartesian product of the set of faults FSM ⊂ φ × f , where FSM, known, the theoretical fault signature matrix [3] . An element FS M i j of this matrix will be one, if a fault f j (k) is affected by the residual r i (k). In this case, the value of the fault indicator φ i (k) must be equal to one when the fault appears in the monitored system. Otherwise, the element FS M i j will be zero. Fault signature matrix can be obtained from the structural analysis of analytical relations coming from the model and the set of available sensors [1] .
III. FAULT DETECTION
Many model-based fault detection techniques, are mostly based on linear models. However, fuel cells are inherently non-linear [7] . An attractive alternative to represent nonlinear systems is to use techniques based on LPV models. The LPV approach is particularly applicable whenever nonlinear plants can be modeled as a linear time-varying systems with online measurable state depending parameters as in the case of PEM fuel cells.
A. Linear Parameter Varying Model
A LPV system in discrete-time state space form without faults can be expressed as
n u and y(k) ∈ ℜ n y are, respectively, the state, input, and output vectors. The process and measurement noises are
n θ is the system vector of time-varying parameters that change with the operating point scheduled by some measured system variables p k (p k := p(k)) that can be estimated using some known function:
The type of LPV systems considered in this paper assumes an affine dependence within the parameter vector Θ space defined as follows
There exists different ways to obtain a LPV model for a non-linear system. Some methods use directly the nonlinear equations of the system to derive the LPV model (using for example a state transformation or the Jacobian linearization) ( [8] ). Another kind of methods use multi-model identification that consists of two different steps. First, a set of Linear Time Invariant (LTI) models is identified at different equilibrium points by classic methods (on-line or off-line). As second part of this methodology a multi-model is obtained by using an interpolation law that commutes the local LTI model according to the operating point [9] .
B. Linear Parameter Varying Observer
A LPV observer with Luenberger structure for the state estimation of the system described in (3) is given bŷ
where L is the observer gain to be designed to guarantee stability for ϑ k ∈ Θ using LMI formulation for PolePlacement within a wide class of pole clustering regions that is founded in an extended Lyapunov Theorem (see Chilali (1996) ). The motivation for seeking pole clustering in specific regions inside the unitary circle is to obtain fast observer dynamics for all considered operating points.
C. Residual Generation
The application of observers to fault detection consists in testing whether the measured output is consistent with the one estimated by an observer using a faultless model. If an inconsistency is detected, the existence of a fault is proved. The consistency match is based on generating a residual as follows:
where y(t) are the measurements of physical variables of the process andŷ(k) their estimation provided by the observer. Then, the fault detection test consists in checking the satisfaction of:
In case that this condition is not satisfied a fault can be indicated.
IV. FAULT ISOLATION

A. Fault Sensitivity Analysis
The isolation approach presented in Section II uses a set of binary detection (Boolean) tests to compose the observed fault signature. However, the use of binary codification of the residual produces a lack of information that can lead to incorrect diagnosis when is applied to dynamic systems. In some cases there is no possible to isolate one fault from another because they present the same theoretical binary fault signature [10] . To solve this problem, it is possible to use additional information associated with the relationship between the residuals and faults, such as sign, sensitivity, and activation time, to improve the isolation results [10] .
B. Proposed methodology
In this work, a new method for fault diagnosis that exploits the information provided by the fault residual is proposed for diagnosis system design. According to [3] , the sensitivity of the residual to a fault is given by
which is a transfer function that describes the effect on the residual (r) with respect to a given fault (f ). Sensitivity provides quantitative information about the effect of the fault on the residual and qualitative information in the sense of variation (sign). The use of this information at the stage of diagnosis allows to separate faults that just using the theoretical binary fault signature would not be possible. In order to achieve the diagnosis, the algorithm uses a theoretical fault sensitivity matrix (FS M sensit ), see Table I . Each value of this matrix, denoted as S r i f j , contains the sensitivity of the residual r i to the fault f j . Each value of this matrix, denoted as S r i f j , contains the sensitivity of the residual r i to the fault f j . time in case of a dynamic system. In this paper, the steady-state value after a fault occurrence is considered as was also suggested by [3] . To perform real time diagnosis, the observed sensitivity S o r i f j should be computed using the current value of the residual r i (k) when a fault f (k) is detected. But, this requires the knowledge of the fault magnitude or an estimation of it. To solve this problem, this paper attempts to design the diagnosis using the concept of relative sensitivity rather than absolute sensitivity given by in 8. The observed relative fault sensitivity is defined as
The residual (r l ) to be used as relative factor in (7) is the one that guarantees the best isolation performance based on its distance from one fault to another. Using the concept of relative sensitivity, the theoretical relative fault signature matrix FS M rel sensit presented in Table II The real-time diagnosis algorithm is computed in (9) as a ratio of residuals providing a point vector in the relative sensitivities space. The vector generated will be compared with vectors of theoretical fault places stored into the relative sensitivity matrix FS M rel sensit . The theoretical fault signature vector with a minimum distance with respect to the fault observed vector is postulated as the possible fault:
where the distance is calculated using the Euclidean distance between vectors
A. Introduction
In this paper, a commercial PEM fuel cell system (Ballard Nexa c ) is used as case study for fault diagnosis. For simulation purposes a model has been developed. The parameters of this model have been estimated using real lab data as well as data from the manufacturer [11] . The overall FC system could be partitioned in three subsystems: Voltage stack, auxiliary components and thermal model. Stack, anode cathode and membrane hydration belong to voltage stack. Compressor, supply and return manifold, humidifier and cooling are auxiliary components. Finally, heat produced by chemical reacting, convective heat, conduction and heat dissipation by convection and radiation are part of thermal model, see Figure 1 . 
B. PEM FC Dynamic Model
The proposed model has been developed under the following assumptions:
• The law of mass conservation is used for mass balance estimation [12] .
• Physical laws and some empirical equations are used [13] .
• The properties are based on electrochemical, thermodynamic and zero-dimensional fluid mechanics principles.
The resulting dynamic model equation set is described bẏ The units of all these variables are in compatible magnitudes (kRPM,gr,V,Pa,A).
C. Fault Benchmark
In order to test the proposed methodology in the PEM FC system model descried before, a set of common possible fault scenarios was considered and implemented in simulation as a Fault Generator Block (FGB), see Figure 2 . It is not only assumed that just single fault acts over the system but also that selected fault acts over a specific part of the overall system. But, on other hand, interaction occurs because of process dynamics and multiplicative effects of the faults. Table III describes the set of faults which were considered. In the following it is described how these faults were included in the simulator:
1) Fault 1: The fault f 1 is simulated with an increment ∆k R in the compressor motor resistance cm R . The fault effect is translated in a change in the compressor torque τ cm . Note that
is directly related to the state variable ω cp and where: η cm is the motor mechanical efficiency, k t is a motor constant, and ω cm is the compressor speed. Furthermore, the parameter is There is a suddenly increase of friction in the mechanical Parametric ∆k R = 60% component part of the compressor.
Abrupt
Degradation in the cells at stack is presented because of contact-sensitivity Parametric 40% reactions against to a reaction killer.
Hydrogen leak in the anode is presented because of Parametric
A suddenly leak of hydrogen is presented at the anode Parametric 80% inlet manifold.
A suddenly leak of air is presented at the inlet outlet Parametric 10% supply manifold inlet manifold. Abrupt related with the state of P sm because its dynamic is governed by the compressor inlet air flow.
W ca,i = (k sm + ∆k sm ) P sm − P cp (14) where P cp is the compressor pressure and P sm is the supply manifold pressure. Because of the change of mass flow of air is affected by the fault, the total mass balance across the FC changes.
2) Fault 2:
Fault f 2 is presented as a contamination into the stack reducing the chemical reaction efficiency by reducing of catalysis active area. The current density, i, is defined as cell current, which equals stack current I st (A), per cell active area, A f c (cm 2 ). The cell current is equal to the stack current, I st , because the stack is formed by connecting the fuel cells in series.
where ∆A f c is the active area contaminated. Because of the majors voltage drops are associated with current density for non-linear relations, see [13] , current density is an important issue for total stack voltage
where E is the open circuit voltage and v act , v ohm . Finally v conc are activation loss, ohmic loss and concentration loss, respectively. Reduction in activation area caused by fault f 5 , a fuel cell voltage will be presented.
3) Fault 3:
The term W H 2 ,nl introduced in (12) represents the natural leak from the anode of the fuel cell stack. This leak is always present due to the physical stack sealing design. It is assumed that the natural leak is governed by a standard orifice relation through an effective area, A nl . This parameter has been obtained in [14] . In order to simulate a degradation in the seal a change in A nl is used as A nl, f = A nl f 3 .
where P r = P an /P atm is the pressure ratio across the assumed leak and the anode gas constant, R an , is calculated through the universal gas constant, R as follows
where the molar fraction of hydrogen in the anode is given by
4) Fault 4:
This fault is simulated as mass balance in the hydrogen inlet flow, as follows
5) Fault 5:
This fault appears at the cathode inlet flow. Because this fault is considered as a leak, it is introduced in the mass balance, as fault f 4 , as follow
Note that the amount of air that does not enter into the system will not only be created a abrupt change in the total mass balance, where m O 2 , m N 2 state variable are mainly involved, but also a system pressure change.
VI. RESULTS
The implementation of the fault diagnosis system (FDS) following the approach proposed in Section IV has been done using MATLAB/SIMULINK environment [15] . The Ballard Nexa fuel cell model already developed in Section V-B was used as case study. The FGB and FDS subsystems blocks were added to the PEM FC simulator. The aim of those blocks is to diagnose the faults described in Table III .
A. Fault Detection Process (FDP)
Using the measured inputs and outputs presented in Section V-B and using the structural analysis methodology [1] , the following set of residuals can be obtained:
These residuals are implemented using an LPV observer as described in Section III. Using the set of residuals in (22), the faults described in Table III and the structural analysis  is presented in Table IV. Looking at this table considering only the binary signature faults it is no possible to determine the type of fault that it is presented in the system. The main contributions of the fault diagnosis approach proposed in this paper is the capability for isolation of faults that with only using binary information would not be possible. In the case where is unknown the fault magnitude it is not possible to compute the sensitivity as has been described in (8) . Then, using the relative sensitivity approach is not necessary to know or to estimate the fault magnitude because the relative sensitivity is insensitive to fault magnitude as described in (9) . In simulation, it is possible to compute the theoretical fault signature matrix (see Table I ) where the common residual denominator, r l , is selected with the criteria ||r|| ∞ . Based on the criterion discussed in Section IV and residual matrix values in steady state presented in Table V , it is possible to see that residual r 2 has a required magnitude(||r|| ∞ ) and non zero signature. Thus, this is the residual is used as relative factor r l . In order to test the proposed methodology, in simulation, f 5 is used. Figure 3 shows the process output (dot red-line) and estimated output (blue-line). Note that when the fault f 5 appears, the pressure supply manifold and oxygen ratio are sensitive to the fault. This can be explained because a leak of air mean implies less oxygen in the system and less volume at the supply manifold. The fault is detected when the residual cross the detection threshold. In this case, r 1 and r 3 cross its threshold. Figure 4 shows the isolation process where the Euclidian distance is uses as was describe in (11) . The distance vector for each fault show that the minimum distance to zero across In this paper, a new LPV model-based fault diagnosis methodology based on the relative fault sensitivity has been presented and tested. An advantage of this new methodology is twofold: first, the variation of the dynamics with the operating point is considered by using an LPV observer when generating residuals. Second, a fault isolation algorithm based on the relative fault sensitivity concept is proposed. This method allows isolating faults that are not isolable considering only a binary (or a sign) fault signature matrix. To prove this methodology, a PEM fuel cell case study wellknown in the literature has been used. The case study was modified to include a set of possible fault scenarios that try to reflect the most common faults. All the considered faults have been tested with the new diagnosis methodology, which has diagnosed correctly all of them.
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